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Introduction
“Split order by weight” extension allows splitting an order into separate orders based on
weight. This extension can be used to split an order automatically into multiple orders
based on the weight of the products in the cart. The customer will receive different order
ids for their ordered cart. With different order ids, customers can view all the order ids in
their Order History and track each item separately. The admin can generate separate
invoices and shipments for each order id.

Backend Settings of the Extension
Enable the Extension

➢ Navigate to Split order weight > Configuration>General configurations in
Magento Admin Panel.

➢ Enable - Select “Yes” to enable the extension.
➢ Select the ‘Split order by Weight’ Conditions from the drop-down list.
➢ Click on ‘Save Config’ to save the configuration settings.

Note: This extension only works with simple and configurable products.

Conditions of the Extension

A) Default Condition:

When the condition is Default then the order is split irrespective of any attribute. Example:
If an order has 4 products then the order is split into 4 different orders no matter what
attribute is chosen.
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B) Split according to Weight:

In this condition products having the same attribute will be clubbed into a single order and
different orders will be created for different attributes also the products that do not have the
chosen attribute associated with them will be clubbed into a single order.

Like, if an order has 6 products out of which 2 products have a desired attribute associated
with them and the rest four have no desired attribute, so now the order will be split into 2
different orders, one having products with desired attributes and one having products
without the desired attribute.

Summary:

1. First default condition generated a different order id.

2. The second condition is, split according to weight

i. Different order id is generated according to the weight condition that is set from the
admin side.

ii. If product weight exceeds the limit of admin side weight condition than it have different
order id

iii.if products have lower weight limit from admin side condition then they generate a single
order id after the sum of both the product weight and all the product added in the cart .

Note:
1. This extension only works with simple and configurable products.
2. This extension supports the Magento 2.4.5 versions.
3. This extension does not work Check Out with Multiple shipping/Addresses.

How to Assign Weight Conditions?

In Magento admin panel go to Split order by weight tab → Click on split order weight
conditions

● Click on split order weight conditions and choose split according to weight

● After select weight condition by numbers Example: 2Lbs
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How Does the Extension Work?

We can understand the work process of the extension with the below-given example.

This extension will split order by weight into multiple orders based on the specified weight
in configuration. If the weight is 1lbs and the cart has a below scenario then it will split as
below scenario.

Example: Cart Items

P1 = 1 lbs

P2 = .6 oz

P3 = .3 oz

P4 = .7 oz

P5 = 1.3 lbs

Then it will be split like:

Order 1 = P1,

Order 2 = P5,

Order 3 = P4,

and Order 4 = P2 and P3.

Note: Here is P means = Product.

Backend :

First, enable the extension to choose the split order weight condition and enter weight 1.
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Go to the product page and check the product Example: 1. Quest Lumaflex™ Band and
2.Voyage Yoga Bag.

1. Quest Lumaflex™ Band

2.Voyage Yoga Bag
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Check the weight of products:

1. Quest Lumaflex™ Band - 0.7Lbs

2.Voyage Yoga Bag -0.6 Lbs
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Frontend :

Now, in frontend add the products 1. Quest Lumaflex™ Band and 2.Voyage Yoga Bag.
and add into the cart:

Then, click on proceed to checkout and place the order
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After the place, the order, Order number will be generated,

Note:
1)As the product Lbs was lower than 1Lbs that’s why only 1 order id generated.
2)If one product lower than 1Lbs and 2nd product greater than 1Lbs example:
a. Quest Lumaflex™ Band - 0.7Lbs
b. Voyage Yoga Bag -1.3 Lbs. then two order ids will be generated.
3. This extension only works with simple and configurable products.
4.This extension supports the Magento 2.4.5 versions.
5.This extension does not work Check Out with Multiple Addresses.
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Features of the Extension
Separate Order IDs are created based on selected condition split according to
weight
The extension helps to generate different order ids as per the selected condition at the
backend.

Admin can manage the order in a much easier way
As the order splits into different ids admin can manage the ordered items in a much easier
way.

Helps customer to get detailed information of the items in the cart
As the order splits into different order ids as per the condition set at the back the customer
gets complete details for each item in the cart.

Separate invoices and shipment can be created for individual order
The admin can create separate invoices and shipments for each individual order id
generated.

Contact Us

Sometimes   extensions   already installed   on   your   store   may   conflict   with   the   extension.   If 
 you   run   into an   error   we   want   to   help! 

Please   contact   us   at Support Email.
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